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Executive Summary
CSA Global (CSA) has reported Mineral Resource estimates for InterGroup Mining Ltd
(InterGroup, the Company) in respect to the kaolin mineralisation at the Brilliant Brumby
project in North Queensland. These reports estimate a combined inferred resource of white
kaolinised granite of 7.7 million tonnes of in situ material in the Clydesdale area where a
systematic pattern of drilling was completed in 2020/21 (Table 2). This resource is estimated
to contain 2.8 million tonnes of -45µm recoverable kaolinite. The Clydesdale resource area
represent approximately 1% of the area on the Brilliant Brumby project where InterGroup
estimates there is kaolin mineralisation.
Stratum Resources, based its geological interpretation of the Brumby kaolin mineralisation
and the accepted principle of Comparative Validation, has assessed the additional drill results
on the Lolworth Ridge from the same drilling program and estimates that this resource value
could be increased to 47 million tonnes of white weathered granite with a recoverable
quantity of 18.2 million tonnes of -45µm kaolin. The area considered for this potential
increased resource is approximately 5% of the area on the Brilliant Brumby project where
InterGroup estimates there is kaolin mineralisation.
Stratum believes that the data available, supports the upgrade of the existing mineral
resource for this increase quantity of in situ and recoverable mineral and recommends that
the Company complete this determination.
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Introduction
InterGroup Mining Limited’s Brilliant Brumby Project (Brumby, Figure 1 below) comprises a number
of mining and exploration license areas and includes the Surprise and Clydesdale areas where recent
drilling has focused on quantifying the kaolin potential. Prior mapping, aerial and field exploration,
and interpretation of topography by the Company’s geologists. Map-to-Mine had identified an area
approximately 18 km long, and approximately 2,630 hectares (“ha”), of potential kaolin mineralisation
across the Brumby Project area (indicated in yellow on the figure).
Fig 1: The Brilliant Brumby Project including the Surprise and Clydesdale Drilling Areas and the
Potential Area of Kaolin Mineralisation

In 2021, CSA Global (2021a,b) prepared mineral resource reports for IGM in respect to the kaolin
mineralisation at Brumby based on completed drilling work and associated assaying and testwork. The
resource estimates covered the Surprise and Clydesdale areas of the Brumby where systematic, gridbased, drilling had been completed. Table 1 below summarises the result of the estimates for both
these areas based on head grades and Table 2 summarises the results for the Clydesdale based on the
application of Na2O, K2O and Fe2O3 cut off grades and the -45µm particle size fraction.
Table 1: Inferred Mineral Resource Estimates for Brilliant Brumby Kaolin (CSA Global 2021; Table 1.)
Prospect
Surprise
Clydesdale
Total

In Situ
Material

Al2O3 (%)

Fe2O3 (%)

K2O (%)

LOI (%)

Kaolinite
%

Kaolinite
Qty

700 kt

17.2

1.4

2.2

5.4

38.8

270 kt

8,500 kt

18.3

0.9

1.0

6.0

39.7

3,400 kt

9,200 kt

18.2

0.9

1.1

6.0

39.6

3,670 kt

Source:
CSA Global; Surprise Kaolin Project; Mineral Resource Estimate; REPORT Nº R348.2021 , 3 Nov 2021
CSA Global; Clydesdale Kaolin Deposit; Mineral Resource Estimate REPORT Nº R531.2021; 21 Dec 2021
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Table 2: Inferred Mineral Resource estimate for the Clydesdale Kaolinite Deposit, reported (Na2O +
K2O) < 2% and <2% Fe2O3 (CSA Global 2021;Table 2.)
In Situ
Material
(Kt)

Yield <45
µm (%)

Product
Tonnes
(Mt)

Kaolinite
(%)

K2O
(%)

Na2O
(%)

Fe2O3
(%)

SiO2
(%)

Al2O3
(%)

LOI
(%)

Kaolinite
(Kt)

7,200

46

3.3

84

1.2

0.06

1.4

49.6

35.1

12.0

2,800

Source:
CSA Global; Clydesdale Kaolin Deposit; Mineral Resource Estimate REPORT Nº R531.2021; 21 Dec 2021
Notes:
1. Reported XRF results derived from -45 micron sample fraction analyses interpolated into block model.
2. Clydesdale Mineral Resource is reported from blocks where -45µm grade (Na2O + K2O)<2% and -45µm Fe2O3<2%.

The total drilled area at Surprise and Clydesdale for the purpose of these resource estimates
comprised less that 60 ha or less than 2% of the identified area of potential kaolin mineralisation.
Further exploration drilling was conducted at the same time and this extended from the Clydesdale
area along the face of the escarpment and over the escarpment ridge.

Stratum Assessment of Clydesdale & the Lolworth Range Kaolin Mineralisation
Messrs M. Lines and R. Goldbery of Stratum Resources (Stratum) visited Brumby in 20-25 June 2021
and 27-31 August 2021. These visits comprised field investigations; geological mapping and outcrop
sampling over the area of kaolin mineralisation at Surprise and along the Lolworth Range. The visit
highlighted the deep extent of kaolin mineralisation visible along the south facing escarpment of the
Lolworth Range with the exposed weathered thicknesses of white kaolinized granite, varying from
approximately 20-40m. In addition, the site visits confirmed earlier observations from drone and
satellite imagery, regarding the likely lineaments running through, and along, the range enhancing the
prospectivity of the area. Surface outcrop sampling for analysis of kaolin content, of the weathered,
kaolinised granite, in particular around the southerly escarpment region of the ridge and between
Clydesdale and White Creek was carried out during the site visits.
Based on site visits and analysis of the local geology and topography, Stratum interprets the kaolin
mineralisation at Brumby as the weathering of the Amarra granite that has been accentuated by the
drainage patterns around the Lolworth Ridge as depicted by groundwater flow modelling in Figure 2.
This interpretation suggests that weathered granite continues along the ridge and for a yet to be
defined interval across the ridge, albeit, in some locations, overlain with a thin layer of Tertiary
Southern Cross Formation sandstone.
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Fig 2: “Bleed-Out” Model of Kaolin Genesis Lolworth Range

Testing of the samples collected during this visit confirmed the presence of kaolin, but the grades of
kaolin were relatively low varying from (8.5%-28%). However these were surface samples and
subsequent testwork of drilling samples at Clydesdale from the same areas confirmed both the overall
geological interpretation of the pattern of mineralisation along and across the ridge, and that the
relatively low surface kaolin grades progressed to higher grades with depth as would be expected from
a process of initial granite weathering followed by further surficial, physical weathering of the kaolin
exposed at surface.
The aforementioned Clydesdale mineral resource estimates were developed from the results of a
broader drilling program over the area of weathered kaolinised granite in the Lolworth Range. This
program was engaged by IGM and carried out by Map to Mine during the period 27-31 August 2021.
Drilling dominantly comprised vertical air core drill holes and, to lesser extent, diamond core drilling.
The location of the drill hole locations from this drilling campaigns and the local geology is indicated
in Figures 3 & 4 below. Drill hole data was logged by way visual inspection and the colours of the
samples collected within chip trays and this information was used to determine the depth of kaolinised
mineralisation for each drill hole. Composite samples of the white kaolin resource were analysed for
mineralogy and chemical composition using XRD and XRF methods by NATA certified laboratories both
in Australia and overseas and form the basis of the JORC estimates of CSA Global.
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Fig 3: Geological Map of the Lolworth Range showing Drillhole sites north of the Escarpment edge.
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Figure 4. Geological map of the White Creek – Clydesdale Lineament Corridor (expanded view from
Figure 3 for the purpose of clarity in detailed area)
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Stratum reviewed the drilling data in the context of their site visits and geological interpretation and
assessed the potential for an expanded area of kaolin mineralisation as indicated in Figure 5:
•
•

Along the escarpment edge from White Spot (Clydesdale) to Surprise (YYY in Figure 5)
Along the lineament corridor from White Creek to White Spot (XX in Figure 5)

with the aim to quantify the potential of further kaolin resource as a continuation of the Clydesdale
resource areas.
Fig 5: Areas of Future Prospectivity for Resource Extension

A contour map indicating the thickness of kaolin mineralisation was developed from the air-core
drilling data (Figure 6) and cross sections of this kaolin mineralisation thickness along the sections XX
and YY (Figure 7).
Fig 6. Thickness Contour Map (Isopach) of White Kaolinised Granite
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Fig 7: Cross Sections of Kaolin Mineralisation Thickness Across and Along the Lolworth Ridge

Estimate Of Additional Kaolin Mineralisation
In order to estimate the quantity of further kaolin mineralisation Stratum identified the potential
areas of mineralisation corresponding to the areas of prospectivity in Figure 5 and the sections XX
and YYY. These areas are indicated in Figure 8
Fig 8: Subdivision Blocks for Resource Calculation

The average depth of kaolin mineralisation for each of these areas was determined by
selection of those air-core drill holes that coincided with the sections XX and YYY. The result
of this estimate calculation is summarised in Table 3.
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Table 3: Summary of Drill Hole Data used to estimate Mineralisation thickness for Additional Area
Additional Area

Number of Drill Holes

Average Intersection Thickness

Area A

8

23.9m

Area B

6

21.0

Area C

14

20.1

Note: The number of drill holes selected for thickness calculation are those which coincide with the crosssection lines.

The previous estimation of reserves of the Clydesdale kaolin resource (Table 2 above) was
carried out by CSA Global (2021.b). Estimations were based on AC Drill hole data using a
white colour guide to mark the presence of kaolinised granite.
An Inferred JORC estimate of reserves was calculated to be 2.8 Mt based on the following
parameters by CSA Global (2021b):
•
•
•

Density of weathered granite as 1.7t/m3
-45 micron kaolin fraction represents 46% of weathered granite
Kaolin recoverable estimated at 84%

The areas identified as highly prospective for resource extension, namely Blocks A1,B,C1,C2
see Fig.4. are located in close proximity to the Clydesdale prospect. Aircore drilling within
these prospective blocks form the basis of calculations of reserves in these areas.
The same rationale for kaolin genesis by the topographic “bleed-out” model (see Figure 2
above) and enhanced by the lineament corridor (White Creek-Clydesdale) (Figure 4) applies
to these blocks. Furthermore, extensive geological mapping and analysis of kaolinised granite
from outcrop samples in these areas supports the model for kaolin mineralisation
Based on the assumption of “Comparative Validation”, the same CSA parameters can be used
in calculation of potential reserves of kaolin in these areas as they are in close proximity
(adjacent) and governed by the same model of mineralisation. The results of this estimation
are laid out in Table 4 below.
Table 4: Resource Calculations for Recoverable Kaolin
Block No

Block Area
(ha)

Av. Thickness
Kaolinised
Granite m

Kaolinised
Granite
(Mm3)

Kaolinised
Granite
(Mmt)

Kaolin
(-45µm,
Mmt)

Recoverable
Kaolin
(Mmt)

A

13.2

23.9

3.2

5.4

2.5

2.1

A1

3.1

25.5

0.8

1.3

0.6

0.5

B

27.3

21.0

5.7

9.7

4.5

3.8

C1

39.2

20.1

7.9

13.4

6.2

5.2

C2

53.9

20.1

10.9

18.5

8.5

7.1

(C3)

(3.9)

(20.1)

(0.8)

(1.3)

(0.6)

(0.5)

Total

132.8

-

27.6

47.0

21.6

18.2
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Note 1 Assumptions used are derived from CSA Global (Brisbane) Clydesdale Kaolin Deposit Mineral Resource
Estimate, Report Nº R531.2021 21 Dec. 2021; David Williams (CSA Global 2021). Block A corresponds to the
area covered by the Clydesdale resource.
Note 2 Average thickness calculated from AC drill hole logs (see Table 3).
Note 3 Density of weathered granite assumed to be 1.7 t/m3 (CSA Global 2021 b)
Note 4 -45µm kaolin content assumed at 46% of weathered granite (CSA Global 2021 b)
Note 5. Kaolin content of -45 µm fraction assumed at 84% (CSA Global 2021 b)
Note 6 Blocks A1 and C3 are triangular areas. Block C3 overlaps with blocks C1 and C2 and has been deducted
from total areas and tonnages to account for this overlap.
Note 4 ha – hectare; Mm3 – million cubic metres; Mmt – million metric tonnes;

Future analyses of existing drill hole cuttings in the area will serve to refine the modelling
presented in this file note.
It should be noted that detailed 3-D modelling of drill hole date within Area A (Clydesdale) by
CSA (2021.b), resulted in the calculation of an inferred JORC reserves of 2.8 Mt (see Table 2.
above; note: reserves are based on -45micron fractions rather than head grade.) The results
presented in Table 4. above, for the same area, based on averaged drill hole thicknesses,
averaging 23.9m, gave a resource estimate of 2.1 Mt being slightly less than 20% of the CSA
value. The conclusion from this is that the estimates in this report are conservative.
It should be noted that a total of 9 Diamond Drill holes within Clydesdale were twinned with
AC Drill holes and will provide valuable information to further refine the modelling.
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